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The virtuous cycle of open digital content
○ Open Access and the ‘ethos of openness’
○ Open and useable digital content: value through reuse
○ Measuring impact, expanding reuse

Digital Scholarly Editions made (not-so) open to reuse
○ Reading the numbers
○ Revealing the barriers   
○ ‘Re-use’ in the history of modern textual scholarship
○ Models of reuse and/as aspects of value
○ Why it really matters?

Overview 



OA removes price barriers (subscriptions, licensing fees, pay-per-view fees) and permission 
barriers (most copyright and licensing restrictions).   

(Peter Suber, Open Access, MIT Press, 2012)

Free immediate access to, and unrestricted reuse of scholarly research
(PLOS, https://www.plos.org/open-access/)

http://cyber.law.harvard.edu/hoap/Open_Access_%28the_book%29
https://www.plos.org/open-access/






1. Availability and Access
2. Re-use and Redistribution
3. Universal Participation 

principles:



Open Access Matrix

(incl. metadata)

Price barrier
Permission barriers

Price barrier
Permission barriers *

* types of re-use: 
○ copying
○ redistribution
○ derivative works
○ commercial re-use 

* attribution & right to remove it 
* indication of modification

 content  vehicles (for journals’ articles)

what is actually open? how is it delivered?

OUTPUT LEVEL SOURCE FILES GREEN  GOLD

barriers  GRATIS

how open 

is it?  LIBRE



OA and value through re-use 
Instead of making content valuable by making it scarce, 

Open Access makes knowledge valuable by making it widely available for re-use.

Value

Quantity

market-based pricing model Open Access model

Law of demand / supply - Scarcity principle

Demand 
curve



Impact & value assessment of open digital content

Qualitative methods
stakeholder interviews
resource surveys
user feedback 
focus groups 
questionnaires

Quantitative methods 
webometrics / altmetrics
log file analysis
scientometric / bibliometric analysis
content analysis
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Things are changing...

“free in every sense of the term, including the use, 
copying, distribution, and modification”  
(NEH 2012)



Digital Scholarly Editions and Open Access 



data from  Greta Franzini’s Catalogue of Digital Editions

https://github.com/gfranzini/digEds_cat

https://github.com/gfranzini/digEds_cat
https://github.com/gfranzini/digEds_cat


Digital Scholarly Editions and Open Access 
 ‘
Beyond-the-output level’ : openly available for reuse and redistribution < Open Source >

*without restriction, except that attribution needs to be given to the source 
 

publicly funded == gratis OA by default  < Open Content in output level >

making [ ... ]’s vast work for the first time freely and 
conveniently accessible to scholars, students and general 
readers 

 

Available to anyone free of charge 

Easily accessible online

Available for  
reuse*



Barriers to Open Access
what ? cross - domain content & different copyright *

content / data beyond the output  

who ? “Who owns what?” 

control over your data

how ? still “zoned to print”,  browse & read a finished and closed product





*for digital scholarly editing as well

(courtesy SPARC) 



P

D

‘Re-use’ in the history of modern textual scholarship

[Electronic texts] are artefacts or mechanisms which, like the older technology of the book, are amenable to material and 
historical forms of investigation, challeng[ing] textual critics to respond to the new medium in terms of its own materiality, 
architecture and functioning, as distinct from those of print. 

(Sutherland 2009)



1. Open Source Critical Editions
(Bodard, Gabriel, Juan Garcés (2009). “Open Source Critical Editions: A Rationale.” In Text Editing, Print, and the Digital World, Kathryn Sutherland, Marilyn 
Deegan (eds), Ashgate, 83–98)

✓ Critical transparency: by revealing the code behind the output, the research behind the text, the decisions which are part of scholarly 
publication.

2.  Agile editions (easily transformed, re-purposable) 
(Cummings, James (2009). “Converting Saint Paul: A New TEI P5 Edition of The Conversion of Saint Paul Using Stand-off Methodology.” Literary and Linguistic 
Computing 24 (3): 307–17)

✓ opening & distribution of underlying XML files → discovery of our joint errors and misunderstandings of the TEI Guidelines 

3. Digital scholarly edition 2.0 
(Boot, Peter, and Joris van Zundert (2011). “The Digital Edition 2.0 and The Digital Library: Services, Not Resources.” In Digitale Edition Und Forschungsbibliothek, 
Beitrage Der Fachtagung Im Philosophicum Der Universität Mainz Am 13. Und 14. January 2011, 141–152)

✓ a decentralised, diverse and distributed architecture of openly available sources, services and functionalities (VRE), initially enabled 
through cloud computing and cloud storage

 
 

 

Re-use scenarios and their value 



Inspired by @Literature_Geek

open - ended deep access model

Golden rules
- clear credit attribution 
- respect licensing choices of creators
- standards! standards! 
- versioning mechanism / data management
- keeping track /communicate your reuse !



● source files
○ encoded XML
○ related schemas & ODDs
○ scripts for processing-visualisation
○ transformation scripts and query algorithms
○ entity relational models
○ metadata  etc.

● (even deeper) parts of the project’s documentation
○ (successful or not) funding proposals
○  feasibility studies
○ editorial conventions
○ budget plans etc.

open - ended deep access model



Log Files Analysis [11/2015-1/2016] 
Briefe und Texte aus dem intellektuellen Berlin um 1800 <http://tei.ibi.hu-berlin.de/berliner-intellektuelle/>

Total downloads: 1665

http://tei.ibi.hu-berlin.de/berliner-intellektuelle/


1. base/raw material for new kind of research and scholarship
2. ideal test-bed for new computational/analytical approaches
3. easy way to produce derivatives and varying outputs (ePub, PDF) ⇒ add-ons / on demand services 
4. reference material for teaching purposes
5. great potential for cost and time-avoidance
6. distributed archiving solution 

ways of reuse - aspects of value :

open - ended deep access model







 Average no. of 
transcripts per year

Earliest date when all pages 
would be transcribed

Without Transcribe Bentham 1,076 2081

Overall Transcribe Bentham transcription 
rate

2,704 2036

1 Jan—30 Sept 2014 Transcribe 
Bentham transcription rate

5,564 2025

Re - use of XML transcriptions
1. Collected Works of Jeremy Bentham (70 vols)
Estimated savings: £400,000 & up to 6 months of research staff time per vol.

2. AHRC-funded project 'Convict Australia and Utilitarianism: Jeremy Bentham's 
Writings on Australia'  (1/2016-12/2020)
Estimated savings:  > £80,000





We are here to make 
digital scholarly editions 
 

U @amsichani

anna-maria.sichani@huygens.knaw.nl

inspired by Open Definition - Open Belgium 
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